MBB Meeting Room and Reservation Information

South Side (SHM)

**SHM C 103 – Conference Room (cap. 46 people)**
*Equipment:* Whiteboard, ceiling-mounted projector, motorized screen part of AV system
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc103@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc103@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc103@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc103@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email mbb.businessoffice@yale.edu

**SHM C 125 A – Conference Room (cap. approx. 20 people)**
*Equipment:* Whiteboard, ceiling-mounted projector, pulldown screen, speaker phone/webcam system
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc125a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc125a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc125a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc125a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email your lab’s Faculty Support Admin or the Room Coordinator, Suzanne Fields

**SHM C-E 27 – Conference Room (cap. approx. 20 people)**
*Equipment:* Whiteboard, ceiling-mounted projector, pulldown screen, speaker phone/webcam system
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc27a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc27a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc27a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbshmc27a@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email your lab’s Faculty Support Admin or the Room Coordinator, Liz Vellali

North Side (BASS)

**BASS 205 – Conference Room (cap. 20 people)**
*Equipment:* Pulldown screen; ceiling mounted LCD projector, blackboard.
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass205@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass205@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass205@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass205@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email mbb.businessoffice@yale.edu

**BASS 228 – Seminar/Conference Room (cap. 10 people at the table, 5 around the periphery of the room)**
*Equipment:* Pulldown screen; ceiling mounted LCD projector, blackboard and two whiteboards, speaker phone/webcam system.
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass228@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass228@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass228@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass228@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email your lab’s Faculty Support Admin or the Room Coordinator, Ava Artaiz

**BASS 305 – Seminar Hall (90 fixed seats)**
*Equipment:* Motorized screen part of AV system; ceiling mounted LCD projector, blackboard; ability to webcast to West Campus only.
*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
  - Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass305@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass305@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
  - iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass305@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass305@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)
*Reservations:* Email mbb.businessoffice@yale.edu
BASS 326 – Seminar/Conference Room (cap. 10 people at the table, 5 around the periphery of the room)

*Equipment:* Motorized screen part of AV system, ceiling mounted LCD projector.

*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
- Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass326@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass326@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
- iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass326@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass326@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)

*Reservations:* Email your lab’s Faculty Support Admin or the Room Coordinator, Carol Migdalski

BASS 405 – Conference Room (cap. 45 people)

*Equipment:* Motorized screen part of AV system; LCD projector on shelf at back of room, blackboards.

*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
- Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass405@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass405@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
- iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass405@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass405@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)

*Reservations:* Email mbb.businessoffice@yale.edu

BASS 424 – Seminar/Conference Room (cap. 10 people at the table, 5 around the periphery of the room)

*Equipment:* Motorized screen part of AV system, ceiling mounted LCD projector, blackboard and two whiteboards.

*Room availability:* The e-calendar can be viewed by following either of the two platform-specific web links:
- Outlook 365: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass424@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass424@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.html)
- iCal: [http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass424@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics](http://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/cr_mbbbass424@yale.edu/Calendar/calendar.ics)

*Reservations:* Email your lab’s Faculty Support Admin or the Room Coordinator, Peggy Eatherton

---

**MB&B Faculty Support and their Labs**

- **Lisa Adams** – Miranker, Regan, Schlieker, and Xiong
- **Ava Artaiz** – Engelman, Hochstrasser, Söll, and Solomon
- **Carol Migdalski** – De La Cruz, Howard, and Paulsen
- **Shanna Dickinson** – Sung
- **Peggy Eatherton** – T. Steitz
- **Suzanne Fields** – Garen, Gilbert, Konigsberg, and Sindelar
- **Lori Iannicelli** – Gerstein
- **Paula Maher-Rivera** – Simon and Strobel
- **Michelle Markey** – Berro
- **Angela Miccinello** – J. Steitz
- **Laura Raymond** – Baserga
- **Mary Sarah Thanas** – Malvankar
- **Elizabeth Vellali** – Koelle, Koleske, and Neugebauer